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®

SEARCH

Search and access information
scattered across departments,
content repositories, and
beyond with Recommind’s
award-winning analytics.

CONCEPTUAL SEARCH FOR A
BROADER REACH
Decisiv’s search engine leverages concept analknowing the “right” keywords. The customizable
unique needs of legal professionals. Filters and
search criteria stack and dynamically update results to guide users to the most relevant content.
Enhanced context abstracts and phrase analysis
show how keywords are used, making it easy to
click into the right document.

ORGANIZATION-WIDE ACCESS
TO PROJECTS AND DOCUMENTS
formation about the matters and expertise within
ing search into non-traditional data repositories
such as DMS, HR, and CRM systems, the Decisiv
Search Matters and Expertise module provides
knowledge. Decisiv has turn-key integrations with
the most popular applications like eDOCS and
SharePoint. Searches can be focused according
curate results.

“Many search platforms
oversimplify our informationaccess challenge. What sets
Decisiv apart is its ability to
respect the relationship between
the multiple dimensions of our
information: the text, the people
involved, and the related project
or matter—which sets the context
around the information.”
Oz Benamram
White & Case LLP

CONTACT US
Schedule a free consultation

sales@recommind.com
1-888-394-7899

UNIFIED CONCEPT SEARCH ACROSS THE ENTERPRISE
POWERED BY RECOMMIND’S PROPRIETARY CORE® ANALYTICS PLATFORM

SOPHISTICATED SEARCH AND SECURITY
Decisiv includes a full suite of search analytics, visualizations, and Smart Filters to quickly narrow results on
criteria like department, date, author, file type, and more. Organize results by date to understand document
velocity and browse the most complex documents using phrase analysis and keyword hit navigation. With
support for over 400 document types and 30 languages, finding the right information regardless of location
is simple. Decisiv also includes security tools to support ethical walls and control document access.

HOW DECISIV SEARCH WORKS
Decisiv securely crawls and indexes information from any source, including document management systems, intranets, email archives, contact management databases, and web sites. From the indices, Decisiv
creates concept models tailored to the legal information contained within the enterprise based on content
and extended metadata. These concept models significantly improve the quality of enterprise search results
by identifying related information across different sources and ranking search results by relevance. As documents change and new information is added, Decisiv incrementally crawls and updates the models, ensuring
that search results are accurate and current.

“Recommind deeply understands the way lawyers work, and it shows in their products.
Decisiv Search improves our efficiency and makes it easy for each of our lawyers to draw
from the full intellectual power of the firm.”
Jeff Rovner
Managing Director for Information, O’Melveny & Myers LLP

Schedule a free consultation:
sales@recommind.com or call 1-888-394-7899
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